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Introduction 
Negotiations on Technical and Financial Cooperation between the Government of the 
Federative Republic of Brazil and the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany were 
held in Berlin on 9-10 December 2013. The delegation of the Federative Republic of Brazil 
was headed by Amb. Fernando Abreu, Director of the Brazilian Cooperation Agency (ABC) 
of the Ministry of External Relations (MRE). The delegation of the Federal Republic of 
Germany was headed by Paul Garaycochea, Head of the South America Division in the 
Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ). The negotiations were 
opened by Dr. Ingolf Dietrich, Director for climate, poverty reduction, sectorial policies and 
Latin America. Lists of the two delegations are attached as Annexes I and II. 

Within the German government, the BMZ is responsible for Technical and Financial 
Cooperation. The BMZ is therefore the political point of contact for all Financial Cooperation 
and Technical Cooperation projects and programmes and all other projects and programmes 
mentioned in this document with the exception of those for which the Federal Ministry for the 
Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU) is responsible. 

Within the Brazilian government, ABC is responsible for the negotiation and coordination of 
official Technical Cooperation. Official Financial Cooperation is coordinated by the Secretary 
for International Affairs of the Ministry of Planning, Budget and Management, in 
collaboration with the Division of Financial Cooperation of the MRE. 

The negotiations took place in an open atmosphere of constructive cooperation. Based on the 
results of the preparatory consultations held on 30 October 2012 in Brazil, the delegations 
reached agreement on the allocation of the new funds available. They discussed ongoing and 
future cooperation and other relevant issues. 

The results of the negotiations are recorded below: 

1. General context for Technical and Financial Cooperation and political dialogue 

1.1. Bilateral relations 

The German side expressed its appreciation for the excellent relations with Brazil and referred 
to the goals of Brazilian-German cooperation for sustainable development. The varied 
projects in the fields which the two sides defined as priority areas for their cooperation for 
sustainable development, namely the protection and sustainable use of natural resources and 
the promotion of renewable energy and energy efficiency, coritribute to the two sides' joint 
efforts for a climate-neutral, sustainable development policy for the future. 



The two sides' cooperation for sustainable development is a high-quality partnership that 
requires "both sides to undertake extra efforts with regard to policy dialogue and counterpart 
contributions. Both sides agreed to review the bilateral cooperation for sustainable 
development by the means of a joint evaluation whose terms are to be defined by both parts at 
the beginning of 2014. The German side stressed the importance of cooperation with Brazil in 
international processes of sustainable developrñent, (e.g. Climate Change Negotiations, Rio + 
20, Post Busan, Post 2015 Development Agenda, MDGs/SDGs). In regard to Post-Busan the 
Brazilian side stressed the distinctiveness of partnerships such as South-South Cooperation 
and Trilateral Cooperation compared to the traditional Official Development Assistance 
(ÖDA) carried out by OECD Countries. . ' 

The decision to conduct government consultations chaired by heads of government on a 
regular basis reflects the determination of Germany and Brazil to further deepen their bilateral 
relations.' Both sides are confident that such government consultations willgive their stra'tegic 
partnership further momentum and help to intensify their cooperation on shaping 
globalization. 

Since 2008, the BMU has been cooperating on climate change issues through its International 
Climate Initiative (IKI). BMU emphasized that Brazil is an important partner under the IKI. 
Therefore cooperation modalities were proposed to move towards a strengthened partnership 
approach. The BMU referred to the agreed IKI selection procedure and confirmed that new 
project ideas to be implemented in Brazil had been submitted to ABC for comments and 
approval. The BMU proposed to align the procedure with the ongoing exchange about a 
strengthened partnership approach based on the MoU of 2009 on Cooperation on Combatting 
Climate Change. 

1.2. Legal framework for Technical and Financial Cooperation 

Pursuant to the decision of Intergovernmental Negofiations held in 2011 (item 1.3 of the 
Summary Record), the parties agreed to resume negotiations on a framework agreement on 
Financial Cooperation. In this regard, the Brazilian side promoted a coordination meeting on 
October 4̂  2013 in Brasilia with different areas of the Ministries of Planning, Finance and 
Foreign Relations. After further internal consultations the Brazilian agencies shall submit a 
new draft of the agreement before March 2014 with a view to finalize the agreement until the 
end of 2014. 

With respect to the pending agreement on the status of the joint KfW/GIZ Office Agreement, 
both sides confirmed their commitment to conclude the process in due course. The Brazilian 
side will shortly present a new proposal for informal consideration before official 
transmission. 

The Brazilian side informed the German side that the exchanges of notes for Technical and 
Financial Cooperation projects 2011 and 2012 would be concluded in the very near future. 



The Brazilian side welcomed the support of the International Climate Initiafive (IKI) to 
Brazilian projects under its area of support. Both sides reiterated thé need to further 
strengthen the strategic focus of our cooperation and optimize the formal process for future 
cooperation in the context of this initiative. Both sides agreed that procedures on project 
selection should be further improved in order to increase project coherence with national 
policies in the areas of cooperafion, such as the Brazilian national policies on Climate Change 
and on Biodiversity, and BMU policies. 

Refrigerator Recycling Project (GIZ) / Sewage Treatment Plant Project (Fraunhofer) / SMILE 
Project (DLR): Germany noted that, even though there is a legal framework, the tax-free 
import and -transfer of ownership of the equipment to the Brazilian operators cannot be 
successfully completed for three projects under the International Climate Initiative (IKI). The 
Brazilian side clarified that its existing internal legal framework does not provide legal base to 
extend fiscal exemption and privilege to private organizations under Government cooperation. 
This exceptional situadon puts the project objectives ät risk. Both sides reiterated' their 
commitment to complete the implementation of the three projects within a short period, and 
agreed on the following: ABC will coordinate with the relevant Brazilian Authorities the 
necessary measures and procedures to conclude the ownership transfer of respective 
equipment, within the next two months. The Brazilian side also stated that the Government 
cooperation which benefits public institutions is not affected by any legal issue related to 
import tax and fiscal exempfion that shall be maintained according to procedures under the 
Basic Agreement for Cooperation. 

Both sides agreed on organizing regular meetings between ABC and the Embassy for 
coordination of existing and planned cooperation. 

2. Dialogue on priority areas and commitments 

2.1. Financial commitments and reprogrammed funds 
The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany undertakes to provide the Government 
of the Federadve Republic of Brazil with a new amount of €485 million for bilateral Technical 
and Financial Cooperation. This comprises €441.5 million for Financial Cooperation 
projects/programmes and €21.5 million for Technical Cooperation projects/programmes as 
well as BMU cooperation funds of €22 million. 

€13.8 million from commitments made in 2007, 2008 and 2009 will be reprogrammed under 
Financial Cooperation. 

Besides, the German delegation informed the Brazilian side that €530 million for Financial 
Cooperation projects/programmes, €6.85 million for Technical Cooperation 
projects/programmes and 614.3 million for BMU cooperafion had already been committed in 
2012. 

The total volume of new funding available for Technical and Financial Cooperation projects 
and programmes committed in 2012 and 2013 thus totals €1.036.15 million. 

A table showing the commitments and reprogrammed funds is attached as Annex III. 



2.2. Priority area "Protection and Sustainable Management of the Tropical Forest" 

2.2.1. Dialogue on the priority area 
Brazil has achieved ambitious climate and biodiversity protection targets. In this regard, both 
sides highlighted the importance of a consolidated national system of conservation units 
(SNUC). The German side welcomed the confinuous efforts of the Brazilian goverrmient to 
implement the instruments of the new Forest Code, in particular the introduction of the Rural 
Environmental Register (CAR), which, together with the provision of economic incentives 
and compensation mechanisms, provides a solid basis for conservation and sustainable use of 
forests and for even more rigorous action against illegal deforestation in future. The German 
side agreed to continue to support the Brazilian efforts to decrease the deforestation rates. 
The German side reiterated its full willingness to continue to support Brazil in this huge 
endeavour through Technical and Financial Cooperation. 

As already discussed ̂ during the last negotiations in 2011, both sides analysed possibilities for 
using loans in future cooperation projects and succeeded in identifying next steps for the first 
loan in the forest sector. The German side welcomed this new development and stressed the 
great importance of this fact, which is a logical consequence of the posifive economic 
development of Brazil in the last decade. 

The German side welcomed the protection of the rainforest but also its promofion as an 
important national economic asset and recognized the Brazilian government's efforts to 
continue creating synergies between policies promoting the sustainable use of natural 
resources and technological development. 

The two sides decided to develop an even more strategic approach to cooperation in the forest 
sector, making use of sustainable management of forest contributing to the Brazilian national 
climate change and biodiversity strategies. Both sides recognized the achievements of COP 
19 of UNFCCC with regard to Warsaw REDD+ framework underlining their commitment to 
this topic. The Amazon Fund is considered as an important result-based mechanism to 
implement REDD+ activities. 

The Brazilian side proposed that the current concentration of cooperation at state level in the 
Amazon region on Acre, Amazonas and Pará should be revised in order to open opportunities 
for other states to be eligible for future interventions beyond-the federal programmes. 

Both sides reiterated the already agreed importance of conceiving, programming, and 
implementing projects with local level governments (states and municipalities), since their 
very beginning, in close consultation and coordination between the Federal Government of 
Brazil and the respective local government. The Brazilian side stressed the need that these 
initiatives should be supported and referenced by federal plans and strategies for the 
respective region. 

In addition, both sides agreed to intensify their cooperation in the field of climate change and 
biodiversity, especially regarding the role of ecosystems and biodiversity for adaptation and 
mitigation measures as well as financing instruments. 



2.2.2. Current projects / new commitments for current projects 

2.2.2.1. Prevention and Control of Deforestation in Acre, EC 
(Project No,: 2009.65.624) - commitment (2009): €10 million (grant) 
The two sides agreed to confinue preparation of this project.that results in effective 
monitoring and improve the collection, analysis and interpretation of all relevant 
environmental information. Both sides agreed on a follow-up meeting in Brasilia as soon as 
possible. 

2.2.2.2. Prevention and Control of Deforestation in the State of Pará, FC 
(Project No.: 2011.66.263)-commitment (2011): €12 million (grant) 
The German side urged that the State Secretariat of Environmental Affairs of the state of Pará 
submit a project idea - as had been agreed ~ in order to develop a project proposal. Both sides 
agreed on a follow-up meeting in Brasilia to elaborate a roadmap as soon as possible.. The 
German side stated that the amount accorded would be reprogrammed to another potential 
recipient if there was no measurable progress by the date of the next goverrmient 
consultations on Technical and Financial Cooperation. 

2.2.2.3. Ecological Corridors, EC 
(Project no. 2001 65 092)-commitment (2001): €16.4 million (grant) 
During the government consultations held on 30 October 2012, this project was extended to 
31 December 2013. In July 2013, the BMZ gave its consent to using the remaining funds of 
€2.5 million for the preparation of the Environmental Land Register (CAR). Yet it will not be 
possible to disburse the whole amount by the end of this year. Hence, the German side agreed, 
that in light of this new development, the project life will be extended until 30 June 2014. 
Any funds remaining thereafter will lapse. 

2.2.2.4. Amazon Fund, FC, TC . 
(Project no. 2009.2287.2) - commitment (2009): €4 million 
(Project no. 2008.6683.0 and 2010.5202.6) -commitment (2008/2010): €21 million 
The German side acknowledged the advances achieved in the implementation of the Amazon 
Fund through remarkable progress on new commitments and the construction of a solid 
pipeline. Both factors will contribute to the acceleration of disbursements under German 
Financial Cooperation. The German side agreed to extená the Technical Cooperation project 
by up to one year within the given financial commitment. Additionally, the German side will 
explore the possible extension of the project up to the end of 2016 through co-financing. 

Extension of project duration 

2.2.2.5. Demonstration Projects - PDA, EC 
(Project no. 2002.65.512, commitment made in 2002) 
The German side agreed to examine the extension of project implementation to 31 July 2014 
ensuring that MMA provides for proper project coordination, particularly with regard to the 
period subsequent to the end of the consultancy contracts for administrative and financial 
assistance for the project. Any remaining project funds not yet disbursed by the end of the 
project will lapse. 



2.2.2.6. Demonstration Projects - Mata Atlántica, FC 
(Project no. 2001.66.561, commitment made in 2001) 
The German side agreed to examine the extension of project implementation to 31 July 2014 
ensuring that MMA provides for proper project coordination, particularly with regard to the 
period subsequent to the end of the consultancy contracts for administrative and financial 
assistance for the project. Any remaining project funds not yet disbursed by the end of the 
project will lapse. 

2.2.2.7. Demonstration Projects in Indigenous Lands (PDPI), EC 
(Project no. 2000.65.136, commitment made in 2000) 
The German side agreed to examine the extension of project implementation to 
31 December 2014 ensuring that MMA provides for proper project coordination, particularly 
with regard to the period subsequent to the end of the consultancy contracts for administrative 
and financial assistance for the project. Any remaining project funds not yet disbursed by the 
end of the project will lapse. 

BMU current projects / new commitments for current projects 

2.2.2.8. Prevention, control and monitoring of bushfires in the Cerrado II, FC and TC 
(Project no. ll_III_036_BRA_^G/K_Cerrado) - commitment 2011: €8.5 million (grant), -
new commitment: €3.5 million (till 10/2016) 
Both sides agreed to extend the project duration of the FC module until October 2016. The 
German.side agreed to provide new financing (€3.5 million) for a second'phase of the TC 
module. It will be used to further develop and refine the innovative monitoring tools for fire 
detection and deforestation in the Cerrado, as well as for upscaling the successful integrated 
fire management approaches, and to reinforce capacity building and enviroimiental education 
measures. Both sides confirmed their interest in starting the additional project activities in 
early 2014. 

2.2.2.9. REDD for Early Movers - Acre, Brazil, FC (BMZ, BMU) 
(Project no. 2011 97 805) - commitment: €16 million (2011, BMZ) 
(Project no. 13_III+_008_BRA_K_REM) - new commitment: €9 million, project duradon 
Dec. 2013 to Dec. 2015) 
The REDD for Early Movers programme in Brazil (BMZ funds) was successfully initiated in 
2012. Both sides expressed their satisfaction with the results reached during the first year of 
implementation. The BMU contributes to the REDD for Early Movers programme in Brazil 
(Acre) through an additional project with the amount of €9 million. Both sides noted the need 
to review the programme in light of the Warsaw framework of REDD+ adopted at UNFCCC 
COP 19 and to enhance coordination with the national level on REDD+ related projects. 

2.2.2.10.Consolidation of the National System of Conservation Units (SNUC)/LifeWeb, 
EC and TC 

(Project no. 12_IV+_005 BRA^K^SNUC ) commitment (2011): €10 million (grant), FC 
(Project no. 12_IV+_013_005_G_:SNUC ) commitment (2011): €5 million, TC 
Both sides will support measures in order to improve coordination within SNUC. As for the 
FC module the German side emphasized that differenfiy from paragraph 2,4.3.1.1 of the 2011 
summary record of govermnent negotiadon. Life Web is a BMU financed project and as such, 
it must be implemented according to BMU procedures. 



2.2.2.1 l.Biodiversity and Protection of Climate in the Atlantic Forest Biome, EC and TC 
(Project no. 12_IV+_013_BRA_K_Mata Afiandca III) commitment (2011): €7.865 million 
(grant), FC 
(Project no. 12_IV+013_BRA_G_Mata Adandca III) commitment (2011): €6.435 million, TC 
The Technical Cooperation module started in April 2013, and the complementary Financial 
Cooperadon module will begin in January 2014. The German side informed the Brazilian side 
that it had approved the Brazilian request for the redistribution of the committed funds of 
€14.3 million as follows: €6.435 million (45%) for TC and €7.865 million (55%) for FC. 
Originally, the distribudon had been: €4.5 million (30%) for TC and €9.8 million (70%) for 
FC. 

2.2.2.12.Biodiversity Monitoring with Climate Relevance in Protected Areas, TC 
(Project no. 10_III_022_BRA_G_Biodiversitätsmonitoring/ REDD+) - New commitment of 
€0.5 million and prolongation by seven months up to December 2014 
Both sides appreciated the good resuhs reached.by the project so far. The Brazilian side 
expressed its wish to extend project duradon until December 2014 and reiterated its interest in 
receiving additional financial resources for expanding its engagement in biodiversity 
information management. The German side agreed to provide new financing and to prolong 
the project. Additional funding will be used to further develop innovative technical 
instruments- and realize technical training for an effective data management system for 
biodiversity monitoring, as well as for upscaling the monitoring activities in the context of the 
Brazilian Life Web Initiative. 

2.2.3. New projects 

2.2.3.1. Transition Fund ARPA for LIFE, EC 
(Project no. 2013.6712.7) - new commitment: €7 million (grant) 
The Brazilian Ministry of the Environment (MMA) has redesigned the Amazon Protected 
Area Programme (ARPA) by drafting a 25-year exit strategy assuming the gradual 
replacement of donor funding by the Brazilian government for the management of the 
protected areas. A transition fund composed of international private and governmental donors 
(Germany, GEF, WWF, and others) is being put in place to fill the gap of €173 million, 
subject to a series of performance criteria, especially regular yearly budget increases for 
protected areas. The final project proposal still has to be spelled out in greater detail over the 
next few months. 
The Brazilian side wishes to count on a German contribution of €30 million in the next four 
years. The German side made a commitment to provide €7 million for the transidon fund and 
declared its intention to evaluate the possibility to commit more funds to it in future, 
considering the agreed criteria and the progress of the project. 

The Brazilian side expressed its wish to count on addidonal funds in the amount of € 23 
million in the following four years. The German side however stated that every additional 
commitment would be bound to performance criteria and to a clear exit strategy for the 
German contribution. 



Making reference to paragraph 2.2.2.2 of' the summary record of the government 
consultations on 30 October 2012, in which both sides agreed to reprogramme the total 
amount of residual funds of four terminated Financial Cooperation projects of €9,704,839.77 
to the FAP, both sides decided to cancel this reprogramming and instead reprogramme the 
total amount in favour of the transidon fund. 

In addition, and recognizing the fact that the mechanism "Fundo de Areas Protegidas" (FAP) 
is no longer feasible but the purpose of the project remains the same, the German side agreed 
to use the financial contribution in the amount of €20 million and the accumulated interest of 
that money for, the capitalization of the transidon fiand. 

The MMA answered that there would be a formal agreement to make the whole commitment 
visible. A technical note for the implementation of the transition fund had already been 
handed out to the German Embassy. Germany could participate in the donors committee. 

2.2.3.2. Environmental Land Registration in Amazonia (CAR II), FC 
(Project no. 2011.6614.9) - new commitment: €10 million (grant) 
The project is ^intended to contribute to the reduction of illegal deforestation and forest 
degradation on rural properties in the Amazon region, thus reducing emissions and increasing 
carbon sequestration through environmental regulation. The project aims at supporting the 
environmental regulation system (CAR), which is a core tool of the new Forest Code, through 
the registering of rural lands in priority municipalities and by managing the implementation 
process. It includes three main components: (1) Establishment and implementation of the 
CAR System on state,level, (2) registration of small rural properties in priority municipalities 
in which the threat of deforestation is very acute, (3) restoration and reforestation of degraded 
land on private properties. MMA will coordinate the project preparation and implementation 
process in close cooperation with relevant stakeholders at the federal, state and municipal 
levels. It is planned that the appraisal report for this project will be completed in the first 
quarter of 2014. 

2.2.3.3. Environmental Rural Land Register (CAR), TC 
(Project no. 2013.2451.6) - new commitment: €2 million 
This project is aimed at the effective implementation of the Environmental Rural Land 
Register and promotes innovative mechanisms of the Brazilian government for environmental 
regularization and hence ensures monitoring and greater control of deforestation. Possible 
future components could be (1) integration of environmental and land regularization; (2) 
capacity development; (3) development of methods and instruments. 

2.2.3.4. Land Tenure Regulation in Amazonia - Terra Legal, TC 
(Project no. 2013.2453.2) - new commitment: €2.5 million 
The new project is embedded in the "Terra Legal" Programme for the Brazilian Amazon 
conducted by the Ministry of Agrarian Development (MDA) and focuses on land tenure and 
its regulation. Potential components of this project could be (1) consultation on 
implementation; (2) exchange among key actors and compatibility of land rights and 
environmental regulation; (3) capacity development; (4) improvement of SIGEF (System of 
Land Tenure Management). A pre-feasibility study including selected measures (financed 
from the Study and Expert Fund) is under preparation. 



2.2.3.5. Sustainable Forest Management in the Amazon Region, EC 
(Project no. 2013.6713.5) -New commitment: up to €80 million (reduced interest-rate loan) 
The project is aimed at supporting the Brazilian government in creating a sustainable market 
for dmber products and timber logged in accordance with national legislation. The German 
side highlighted that this project would represent the first loan to the Brazilian forest sector. In 
order to prepare the final project concept and proposal, the two sides decided to undertake 
studies, workshops and further necessary analyses out of the SBF (Study and Consultancy 
Fund). 

2.2.3.6. Green Market for Socio-Biodiversity Products, TC 
(Project no. 2013.2452.4) -new commitment: €1 million, TC 
Putting a special focus on "green economy", the project is aimed at the promotion of 
sustainable forest management. It seeks to secure the future of the rainforest by considering it 
an important national econornic asset and will produce synergies among policies promoting 
the sustainable use of natural resources and technological development. Potential components 
could be: (1) Sustainable forest management, strengthening sustainable extractivism; (2) 
coordination and integration of public policies; (3) capacity development and knowledge 
management. 

2.2.3.7. Sustainable Economic Development in Amazonia focussing on Socio-
Biodiversit>% TC 

(Project no. 2013.2454.0)-new commitment: €1 million 
Both sides agreed upon a new project in favor of MDA on socio-biodiversity in the context of 
green markets. Putting a special focus on giving value to agro-extractivism and socio-
biodiversity products, the project is aimed at the development of sustainable markets and 
business opportunities as alternatives to deforestation. It will create synergies among policies 
for business promotion, income generation, green investment and technological development. 
Potential components could be: (1) Development of green markets; (2) coordination and 
integration, of public policies; (3) capacity development and knowledge management. 

2.2.3.8. Protection and Management of Indigenous Lands, FC 
(Project no. 2013.6510.5) - new commitment: €10 million (loan) 
Both sides recognized the importance of public policies for indigenous peoples as instruments 
of envirorunental protection and the promotion of sustainable development of those 
communities. In this sense, the German side took note of the complexity of the polidcal 
reasons that have taken to temporarily postpone the loan of €30 million for this project. Both 
side agreed to restart the discussion when these constraints have changed. Meanwhile, they 
reaffirmed their willingness to strengthen and deepen their cooperation initiatives. 

2.2.3.9. Protection and Management of Indigenous Lands, TC 
(Project no. 2013.2077.9)-New commitment: €2 million 
This new TC project is aimed at the improvement of the protection and management of 
indigenous lands, complementary to the FC project under preparation (project no. 
2009.6561.6). Potential components could be: (I) Training and further education programmes 
for PNGATI; (2) methods for environmental and land management; (3) local governance of 
PNGATl. 



New BMU Projects 

2.2.3.10. Protected areas and other area-based conservation measures at the level of 
local governments, TC 

(Project no. 13_IV-i-_034_LAC_G_Kommunale Schutzgebiete) - new commitment: 
€4.7 million for the regional project (Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru) 
Both sides highlighted the importance of local protected areas and other area-based 
conservation measures for biodiversity conservadon, local development and climate 
protection and welcomed the opportunities for exchanging experience among the participating 
countries Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru, facilitating dialogue and knowledge 
management and thus contributing to the goals of the international Convention on Biological 
Diversity, CBD. The German side announced the official approval of the project proposal and 
expressed its willingness to support the project. Considering the regional character of the 
project, the Brazilian side expressed the need of further internal discussion, besides the initial 
comments presented, and ABC will inform the results to the German side by the beginning of 
2014. 

2.2.3.11.Sector Plans Programme, TC 
New commitment: €9 million, TC programme (start first quarter/2014, end 03/2019) 
During the consultations in 2012 the Brazilian side expressed its interest in technical support 
to the implementation of its national climate policy. Both sides agreed to support the 
implementation by Brazilian authorities of central pillars of the Brazilian clirnate policy: the 
implementation of sector plans, national plant level emissions registry system, the national 
climate fund, and the development of a national adaptation strategy. MMA and the Ministry 
of Finance are partners of the project. 

Proposals and possible areas for future cooperation / BMU 

Marine Biodiversity and Integrated Coastal Zone Management, TC 
Both sides emphasized the importance of marine biodiversity and integrated coastal zone 
management, especially regarding compliance with the strategic targets of the CBD's 
Programme of Work on Protected Areas. The Brazilian side expressed its wish to expand the 
cooperation on biodiversity and climate change in the coastal and marine areas and confirmed 
its commitment to the pre-proposal sent in the end of 2012. The German side took note of the 
interest of the Brazilian side in cooperating in this area, and confirmed that it would evaluate 
its pertinence within German-Brazilian cooperation. 

National Programme for Sustainable Municipalities (Brasil +20) 
The Brazilian side submitted a new project proposal to expand cooperation in the field of 
municipal development. The German side took note of the interest of the Brazilian side. 

Training und Secondment Programme for Environmental Policy, T C 
Based on the project concept note submitted by the Brazilian government in November 2013, 
both governments expressed their interest in collaborating in the area of a Training and 
Secondment Programme for MMA employees. 
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The German side expressed its interest in cooperating on further enhancing capacides for the 
implementation of effective environmental and sustainable development policies; Both sides 
agreed to initiate respective training and secondment measures integrated- in on-going BMZ 
cooperation programmes and activities as a first step in the strengthening of cooperation in 
this area. 

2.3. Priority area "Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency" 

2.3.1. Dialogue on the priority area 

The German side congratulated Brazil for progress achieved in the promotion of renewable 
energies and confirmed its readiness to support Brazil in its efforts to meet climate protection 
goals by scaling up its support for innovadve carbon-free technologies such as grid-connected 
photovoltaic power, wind energy, biogas and concentrated solar power, as well as renewable 
energies for non-electric applications, and the promotion of higher energy efficiency. Both 
sides agreed to intensify their cooperation in these fields with special attention to energy 
efficiency and capacity building for both renewable energies and energy efficiency. 

Annual meetings under the "Brazilian-German Agreement on Energy Cooperation" offer an 
opportunity for regular exchange of experience on the German energy transformation 
("Energiewende") and Brazil's efforts to maintain a low-emission energy mix through the 
advancement of renewable energies and the increase of energy efficiency and cooperation in 
these areas. 

2.3.2. Current projects / new commitments for current projects 

2.3.2.1. Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency/EPE, TC 
(Project no. 2007.2189.4, 2012.2478.1, 2013.2083.7) - new commitment: €4 million 
The programme will continue to support cooperation in the areas of renewable energies and 
energy efficiency. At the request of the Brazilian side, the programme will include ESAF as a 
cooperating partner regarding energy efficiency in public buildings with a view to opdmizing 
the use of public resources. In response to the increasing demand for skilled labour along the 
whole value chain of non-conventional renewable energy and energy efficiency mentioned by 
EPE, the programme will expand its activities in the area of technical training and education. 
In this context, it will also respond to the interest of ANEEL in an exchange with relevant 
institutions in Germany. An appraisal mission will define the details of the expansion in the 
first quarter of 2014. The implementation period of the project will be extended to December 
2016. 

2.3.2.2. Wind Park Programme H/BNDES, EC 
(Project no. 2013 66 244) - new commitment: up to €250 million (reduced interest-rate loan) 
The programme is a continuation of the successfully implemented Wind Park Programme 
BNDES 1, which financed wind parks with a total installed capacity of 120 MW throughout 
Brazil. In this regard both sides agreed on implementing a second phase of the programme. 

2.3.2.3. Solar Programme 2014 Brazil/BNDES, EC 
(Project no. 2010 66 497) - €90 million (reduced interest-rate loan) 

i l 



Both sides reiterated their commitment to accelerate implementation of this challenging but 
innovative programme. In order to develop the solar sector it is important to provide a long 
term perspective to investors, for example with a successful solar-only aucdon. This model 
has been very- successful in promoting wind energy production in Brazil. BNDES and KfW 
are following up the initiatives for the sector and expect to implement the programme in a 
near future. 

2.3.2.4. Rehabilitation of Small Hydro Power Plants/CEMIG, FC 
(Project no. 2009 66 226) - € 1 2 0 million (loan (2009)) 
The German side noted the delays in programme implementation. Both sides welcomed the 
progress achieved during the last few months in the redefinition of the investment programme 
and expressed their determination to speed up preparatory steps to facilitate signature of the 
programme in 2014. The Brazilian side will organise a meeting in Brasilia with participation 
of the German Embassy to discuss-progress in implementation of the project. 

2.3.2.5. Solar World Cup 2014 Minas Gerais/CEMIG, EC 
(Project no. 2009 66 911) - € 1 0 million (loan (2009)) 
Both sides highly appreciated the successful implementation of the photovoltaic power plant 
on the rooftop of the "Mineirão" soccer stadium, inaugurated in May 2013. This showcase 
project has important demonstration effects to capitalize on during the World Cup. CEMIG 
therefore committed to identify an alternadve site with high visibility by early 2014. 

2.3.2.6. Concentrated Solar Thermal Power (CSP), FC/TC 
(Project no. 2011 97 821, 2011.9781.3) - €75 million (reduced interest-rate loan (2011)), 
€9 million, TC 
Both sides highly welcomed the progress achieved in the first year of execution of this 
programme under the German Climate Technology Inidadve (DKTI). The TC unit has been 
operative since February 2013, working with MCTI (coordinating partner), ANEEL and EPE. 
In addition to these partners others are under negotiation such as the Brazilian Agency for 
Industrial Development (ABDI), the Ministry of Developmerit, Industry and Foreign Trade 
(MDIC) the Ministry of Enviroimient (MMA) and other industrial associations. With regard 
to the construction of a commercial-size CSP power plant (FC), solar radiation measurements 
launched by CHESF in the Brazilian Northeast provide the basis for a pre-feasibility stiidy to 
be tendered at the begirming of 2014. 

2.3.2.7. Biogas Programme (DKTI), FC/TC - BMZ/BMU 
(Project no. 2011 97 524, 2011 97 524) - €150 million (reduced interest-rate loan), €10 
million TC (2011.9783.9) 
Both sides welcomed the progress achieved in the implementation of this programme under 
the DKTI Inidadve. The TC unit in the Ministry of the Cities (MCid) has been operadve since 
March 2013. For the FC component, preparatory studies have been carried out in cooperation 
with COP ASA and SANEPAR for the use of biogas technology in wastewater treatment 
plants. COPASA has taken all necessary steps to register a proposal for a loan of €30 million 
at COFIEX/SEAIN. Discussions with SANEPAR on a potendal investment of up to €120 
million are ongoing. Both have expressed their interest in implementing their investment with 
substantial technological and methodological input from Germany. Further preparatory 
studies will establish the feasibility of the proposed investments. 

2.3.2.8. Accompanying Measure for the Energy Efficiency Programme, CAIXA, FC 
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(Project no. 2013 70 006) - new commitment: €4.5 million (grant, accompanying a 
€150 million reduced interest-rate loan, 2012) 
Both sides welcomed the new strategic cooperation between KfW and CAIXA in the field of 
energy efficiency financing and appreciated the progress achieved in the preparation of the 
programme. The German govermnent is pleased to share many years of experience in energy 
efficiency financing gained by KfW in Germany and worldwide. At the request of CAIXA, 
the German side agreed to provide a grant of €4.5 million to finance advice and training for 
CAIXA for the development of the new credit product and for supporting participating 
companies in the identification, preparation, implementation and monitoring of the energy 
efficiency measures. 

BMU projects 

2.3.2.9. Solar PV Project Eletrosul, EC 
(Project no. 2098 10 599) - €3 million (grant) 
The German side noted the considerable delays in the implementation of the programme and 
in the construction of the photovoltaic power plant. It highlighted the deadline for completion 
of the plant in mid 2014. Funds will only be available until that date. The Brazilian side took 
note. 

2.3.3. New projects 

2.3.3.1. Energy Efficiency in Urban Water Supply, TC 
(Project no. 2013.2079.5)-new commitment: €2.5 million 
In response to a request from MCid in earlier negotiations for cooperation in the field of 
"Energy efficiency in water loss control", both sides agreed upon this project. An appraisal 
mission starting in the first quarter of 2014 will define the details of the cooperation. Project 
launch is set for October 2014. The expected duration of the project will be three years (until 
September 2017). The coordinating partner will be MCid. 

2.3.3.2. Energy Efficiency in Urban Mobility, TC 
(Project no: 2013.2078.7) - new commitment: €2.0 million 
In response to a request of MCid the German side agreed on a commitment for the promotion 
of energy efficiency and mitigation of climate change in the context of urban mobility 
programmes. The concept for this project will be refined in the upcoming months. Activides 
should consider potential future investments under the FC commitment for Urban Mobility. 

2.3.3.3. Municipal Environmental Protection Programme, EC 
(Project no. 2013 66 871) - n e w commitment: up to €80 million (reduced interest-rate loan) 
At the request of the Brazilian side, the German side agreed to provide this loan to finance 
energy-efficient water and sanitation solutions in urban areas, contributing to mitigating 
greenhouse gas emissions through the use of biogas, improved sewage and waste treatment 
and better water resource management. CAESB already expressed interest in investing in 
energy efficiency and biogas technologies at selected water and wastewater treatment plants. 
Negotiations on investments are also under way with the state of Santa Catarina and the city 
of Florianópolis, among others. Further preparatory studies will establish the feasibility of the 
proposed investments. Activities under this project will be linked up with technical 
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Cooperation under the "Biogas Programme" (2.3.2.7) and "Energy efficiency in urban water 
supply" (2.3.3.1). 

2.3.3.4. Strengthening Quality Infrastructure for Renewable Energies and Energy 
Efficiency, TC 

(Project no. 2013.2085.2) - n e w commitment: €0.5 million (PTB) 
In response to a request from INMETRO presented at the government consultations in 2012, 
PTB conducted a mission for project preparation with INMETRO in September 2013. The 
proposed cooperation shall be related to national development programmes with view on 
optimizing the use of national electric energy, enhance security of electric grid and develop 
source of renewable energy. Both sides welcomed the cooperation between the Metrology 
Institutes INMETRO and PTB within the framework of a new project. Additional institutions 
such as ANEEL, EPE, ONS and CEPEL shall be involved under the coordination of 
INMETRO. The project's expected duradon is 3 years. 

2.3.4. Future cooperation 
Both sides agreed to further explore a request from MCid for technical cooperation in the area 
of renewable energy and energy efficiency in social housing programmes (Minha Casa + 
Sustentável) in cooperation with CAIXA within the existing programme "Renewable Energy 
and Energy Efficiency". 

Both sides took note of a request from MCid for technical cooperation in the area of 
monitoring urban expansion with a view to mitigating the effects of climate change. 

The German side informed about the possibility for continued financing under the German 
Climate Technology Initiative (DKTI) in 2014. Potential projects for cooperation under this 
initiative would be discussed between ABC and the German Embassy before being officially 
presented for financing. 

2.4. Cooperation outside the priority areas 

2.4.1. Trilateral cooperation 

2.4.1.1. Programme of Trilateral Cooperation, TC 
(Project no. 2013.2082.9) - new commitment: €1 million 
Both sides confirmed their commitment to trilateral cooperation. The Brazilian side 
highlighted results achieved on the preparation on the Brazilian-German Manual on Trilateral 
Cooperation. They will strive to present at least one new triangular project per year for 
financing under the Regional Fund for Trilateral Cooperation in Latin America with a focus 
on least developed countries and to provide the necessary financial, material and/or human 
resources for the execution of such projects. The bilateral umbrella programme will support 
matchmaking and the application of jointly developed methods andtools in the development 
of new projects. At the request of the Brazilian side, the programme will also support the 
development of appropriate training tools within Brazil for sharing Brazilian knowledge and 
experience in the priority areas of bilateral cooperation with third countries. 

2.4.1.2. Support for the International AIDS Control Cooperation Programme, EC 
(Project no. 2005 66 034) - €5 million (2005) 
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Both sides welcomed the substantial progress achieved in project preparation during the last 
year and the signing of the Financing Agreement, which is a prerequisite for project 
implementation. 

2.4.2. Other programmes outside the priority areas 

2.4.2.1. Innovations for Sustainable Development - New Partnerships (NoPa), TC 
(Project no..2013.2081.1) - n e w commitment: €2 million 
Based on the experience from "Academic cooperation in the areas of tropical forests and 
energy efficiency and renewable energies" (Project no. 2010.2224.3), this project is aimed at 
fostering innovations from demand-driven and user-oriented research. Further details will be 
defined over the next few months, upon consultations with the Department of Science and 
Technology (DCT). The project's expected duration is three years. The German Federal 
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) acknowledged the successful implementation of 
NoPa and plans to contribute to the implementation of NoPa II. 

2.4.2.2. Study and Expert Fund 
(Project no. 1995.3585.7)-newcommitment: €1 million 
Both sides agreed on the replenishment of the fund, which will be used, among other things, 
for financing the joint evaluation of bilateral cooperation for sustainable development with a 
view to its future orientation. 

2.4.2.3. DGRV - Deutscher Genossenschafts- und Raiffeisenverband e.V. 
The Brazilian and the German delegation appreciate the broad and intensive cooperation 
activities in Brazil of German CSOs/NGOs, which are funded partly through the BMZ. The 
DGRV - Deutscher Genossenschafts- und Raiffeisenverband e.V. (Confederação Alemã das 
Cooperativas). DGRV would appreciate support from the Brazilian side for its activities in 
Brazil and the region. 

3. Declarations and final clauses (for cooperation with BMZ) 

3.1. Provisos for project/programme implementation 
Both delegations agree that all the contributions envisaged by the German side and recorded 
in the present document can only be made when 

the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany has taken a positive decision once 
project/programme appraisals have been carried out by KfW, GIZ and/or any other 
organization commissioned with implementing the project or programme, 
overall financing for the project/programme has been secured, 
the agreements under international law to be concluded (intergovernmental agreements 
and project/programme agreements), the financing and loan agreements and the 
implementation agreements with KfW/GIZ and, if applicable, any other implementing 
organizations have entered into force. 
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3.2. Terms for Financial Cooperation 

New Financial Cooperation commitments shall be made available at the following terms:. 

up to €10 million as a loan with a maturity of 30 years and a grace period of 10 years, at 
2 per cent interest per year, for the project/programme mentioned in para 2.2.3.8; 
up to €410 million as a reduced-interest loan for the three projects/programmes mentioned 
in paras 2.2.3.5 (Sustainable Forest Management in the Amazon Region), 2.3.2.2 (Wind 
Park Programme II/BNDES), and 2.3.3.3 (Municipal Environmental Protection 
Programme). The lending terms will be determined separately for each project/programme 
in the loan agreements with KfW. 
up to €21.5 million as a financial contribution for the projects/programmes mentioned in 
paras 2.2.3.1, 2.2.3.2, and 2.3.2.8, provided that it can be ascertained that the 
projects/programmes in question is/are concerned with environmental protection / social 
infrastructure / self-help oriented poverty reduction activities / measures to improve the 
social status of women / a credit guarantee fund for small and medium-sized'enterprises 
and therefore meets/meet the special prerequisites for support in the form of a financial 
contribution. If the decision is otherwise positive but it cannot be ascertained that the 
projects/programmes meet the aforementioned criteria, then a loan shall be provided for 
the projects/programmes under the terms set out above. 

3.3. Preparation of Financial Cooperation projects and programmes 

Both sides agree that in order to prepare and support the Financial Cooperation projects and 
programmes agreed upon during the present government negotiations, they shall conduct 
studies, produce expert opinions and deploy experts as the need arises. Such activities shall be 
coordinated between KfW and the relevant line authority. The funds for such efforts shall be 
made available by the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany in addition to the 
bilateral Financial Cooperation commitments mentioned. Both sides shall report on the 
implementation and outcome of such activities at the next government consultations and/or 
negodations. 

3.4. Sunset and project/programme replacement clause; residual funds from earlier 
projects/programmes 

The German side draws particular attention to the fact that the commitments made under 
Financial Cooperation and Technical Cooperation will lapse if within seven years of the year 
in which the commitment was made no implementation arrangement, i.e. in the case of 
Financial Cooperation a loan or financing agreement and in the case of Technical Cooperadon 
an implementation agreement, has been concluded. Thus, commitments made during the 2013 
negotiations are subject to a 31 December 2020 deadline. 

Should one or more of the projects/programmes mentioned not be implemented or only be 
partially implemented, it/they may be replaced in mutual agreement between the two 
governments by another project/programme or projects/programmes. The following two 
projects and programmes cannot be replaced by others: Sustainable Forestry in the Amazon 
Region (FC) and Municipal Environmental Protection Programme (FC). 



Any balance that remains after the performance of all services under a contract for a 
Technical Cooperation project shall be transferred to the Study and Expert Fund without the 
need for a specific agreement to that effect. 

3.5. Anti-corruption statement; transparency 

In view of the firm intention of both Goverimients to combat corruption in the public and the 
private sectors, the two sides agreed on the assessment regarding the negative effects of 
corruption as laid out at 1.5, page 9, of the Summary Record dated 20̂ "̂  November, 2001. 

Both Governments intend to cooperate closely in order to ensure transparency, accountability 
and probity in the use of public resources and eliminate any opportunides which may exist for 
corrupt practices in their development cooperation. 

4. Next government negotiations 
The next negodations on Technical and Financial Cooperation between the Government of the 
Federative Republic of Brazil and the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany are 
scheduled to take place in Brazil in 2015. 

Signed in Berlin on 10 December 2013 

[ Q A ^ A - ^ '̂̂ ^ -̂<—^Jy[X(_^ 
For the Gpvefnment of the For the Government of the 
Federajjife^epublic of Brazil Federal Republic of Germany 
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Referat.316, December 2Ö13 

P roj ect/p rog ramme 

Energy 

Accompanying Measure for 
Energy Efficiency Pro
gramme CAIXA 
Begleitmaßnahme zum En
ergieeffizienzprogramm 
CAIXA 
Wind Park Programme 
BNDES 11 
Windparkprogramm BNDES 
II 

Municipal Environmental 
Protection Programme 
Programm kommunaler Um
weltschutz 

Sub-total FC 

Energy Efficiency in Urban 
Water Supply 
Energieeffizienz in der städ
tischen Wasserversorgung 
Programme Renewable 
Energies and Energy 
Programme Erneuerbare 

FC/ 
TC 

FC 

FC 

FC 

TC 

TC 

BMZ project 
number 

> > 

2013 7000 6 

2013.6624.4 

2013.6687.1 

2013.2079.5 

2013.2083.7 _ 

New com
mitment 
€ 

1 \ : " • 

4 5 million 

Up to 250 mil
lion 

Up to 80 mil
lion 

334,5 million 

2.5 million 

4 million 

Repro
grammed 
funds 
€ 

•. 1 

Total 

1 

4 5 million 

Up to 250 
million 

Up to 80 mil
lion 

334,5 million 

2.5 million 

4 million 

Replenish
ment 
Yes/no 

t | M 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Komponente 
Qualifizier
ung 

Continua
tion 
Yes/no 

' , " t-

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

FC instru
ment^ 

¡ Il r n 

Donation 

Reduced in
terest-rate 
loan 

Reduced in
terest-rate 
loan 

Technical co
operation 

Technical co
operation 

FC loan 
conditions^ 

The 1 credit 
conditions will 
be determined 
in the loan 
agreement 
with KfW. 
The credit 
conditions will 
be determined 
in the loan 
agreement 
with KfW. 

Zuschuss, Standarddarlehen, Zinsverbilligtes Darlehen, Integrierte-Verbundfinanzierung, Mischfinanzierung, Treuhandbeteiligung, Begleitmaßnahme etc 
gemäß Länderkonditionenliste bzw gemäß den Reprogrammierungsgrundsätzen 
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Project/programme 

Energien und Energieeffizi
enz 
Energy Efficiency and Urban 
Mobility 
Energieeffizienz und urbane 
Mobilität 
Strenghtening Quality Infra
structure for Renewable En
ergies and Energy Efficiency 
Stärkung der Qualitätsinfra
struktur für erneuerbare 
Energien und Energieeffizi
enz 
Sub-total TC 

Sub-total Enerqie 

! Outside priority areas 
Innovations for Sustainable 
Development - New Part
nerships Hochschulkoopera-
tion Tropen wald und Energie 
Programme of trilateral 
cooperation 
Programm trilatérale Koope
rationen 
Study and Expert Funds 
Studien- und Fachkräfte
fonds 
Sub-total TC 

FC/ 
TC 

TC 

TC 

' , . -• ' 

TC 

TC 

TC . 

BMZ project 
number 

2013.2078.7 

2013.2085.2 

2013.2081.1 

2013.2082.9 

1995.3585:7 

New com
mitment 
€ 

2.0 million 

0.5 million 

9.0 million 

343.5 million 

2 million 

1 million 

1 million 

4 million 

Repro
grammed 
funds 
€ 

Total 

2.0 million 

0.5 million 

343,5 million 

2 million 

1 million 

1 million 

4 million 

Replenish
ment 
Yes/no 

No 

No 

• 

No 

No 

Yes 

Continua
tion 
Yes/no 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

FC instru
ment^ 

Technical 
cooperation 

Technical co
operation 

Technical co
operation 

Technical co
operation 

Technical co
operation 

FC loan 
conditions^ 

1 "' 

1 
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Project/programme 

Sub-total outside p.a. 
Tropica l Forest 
Sustainable Forest Man
agement in the Amazon Re
gion 
Nachhaltige Forstwirtschaft 
in Amazonien • 

Protection and Management 
of Indigenous Lands (FUNAI) 
Schutz und nachhaltiges 
Management in Indianerge
bieten (FUNAI) II 
Transition Fund ARPA for 
UFE 
Transitionsfonds für ARPA 
for Life 
Environmental land registra
tion In Amazonia 
Umweltkatastrierung in Ama
zonien (CAR II) 

Sub-total FC 
Protection and Management 
of Indigenous Lands 
Schutz und nachhaltige Nut
zung von Indianergebieten 
Land Tenure Regulation in 
Amazonia -Terra Legal 
Bodenrecht in Amazonien -
Terra Legal 
Environmental Rural Land 

FC/ 
TC 

^î ' 

FC 

FC 

FC 

FC 

TC 

TC 

TC 

BMZ project 
number 

2013.6713.5 

2013.6510.5 

2013.6712.7 

2011.6614.9 

2013.2077.9 

2013.2453.2 

2013.2451.6 

New com
mitment 
€ 

4 million 

Up to 80 mil
lion 

10 million 

7 million 

10 million 

107 million 
2 million 

2,5 million 

2 million 

Repro
grammed 
funds 
€ 

Total 

4 million 
. ' , ' ' • • 

Up to 80 mil
lion 

10 million 

7 million 

10 million 

107 million 
2 million 

2,5 million 

2 million 

Replenish
ment 
Yes/no 

" ' • .' y - ] • " t 1' •, \ 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Continua
tion 
Yes/no 

• 

• t . ^ ' " ^ ; 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

FC Instru
ment^ 

'•A:AAr:.A': 
Reduced inte
rest-rate loan 

Loan 

Donation 

Donation 

Technical co
operation 

Technical co
operation 

Technical co-

FC loan 
conditions^ 

-
The credit 
conditions will 
be determined 
in the loan 
agreement 
with KfW. 

2,00% - 30 -
10, see under 
terms for FC 
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Project/programme 

Register in Amazonia 
CAR - Ländliches Umweltre
gister in Amazonien (CAR) 
Green Markets for Socio-
Biodiversity 
Green Markets für Sozio-
Biodiversitätsprodukten 
Sustainable Economic De
velopment in Amazonia fo
cusing on Socio-Biodiversity 
Nachhaltige Waldwirtschaft 
in Amazonien mit Fokus auf 
Socio-Biodiversität 
Sub-total TC 
Sum total Tropical 
Forest 

Sum.total BMZ 

BMU 

Biodiversity Monitoring with 
Climate Relevance in Pro
tected Areas 

Prevention, control and 
monitoring of bushfires in the 
Cerrado 11 TC module 
REDD for Early Movers-
Acre/ Brazil 
Sector Plans Programme 

FC/ 
TC 

TC 

TC 

TC 

TC 

FC 

TC 

BMZ project 
number 

2013.2452.4 

2013.2454.0 

BMU project 
number 

10J1L022_B 
RA_G_Biodiv 
ersitätsmoni-
tor-
ing/REDD+ 
11 III 036 B 
RA_G/K_Cer 

j a d o 
13 lll+_008 
BRA K REM 

New com
mitment 
€ 
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€ 

1 

Total 
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ment 
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No 

No 

Í 1 
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No 

No 

, 1 ^ Jt 
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Project/programme 

." 

Sub-total BMU 

Total BMZ and BMU 

FC/ 
TC 

1 • , 

BMZ project 
number 

New com
mitment 
€ 

22 million 
485 million ' 

Repro
grammed 
funds 
€ 

' • • ' , ' 

• • . . ' . ' • " ' , 

Total 

22 million 
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Replenish
ment 
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f 

I' 
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ment^ 

^ ' 

In 
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• ' I 
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